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16 Squadron, was, in November 1938, one of the last of the RAFs auxiliary squadrons to be formed, being
based at RAF Finningley. Designated a fighter unit, its Spitfires flew with distinction over Dunkirk, during

the Battle of Britain, as part of the Bader Wing based at Tangmere and in support of the Dieppe Raid. Then in
1944, it was equipped with the Gloster Meteor jet to intercept German V-1 flying bombs. Later it was used in

a ground attack role in Europe towards the end of the war. Disbanded in 1945, with the other auxiliary
squadrons it was reformed in 1946, 616 again recruiting from the South Yorkshire area. With the other

auxiliary squadrons, it was finally stood down in 1957.

Wing Commander Nikki Thomas became Ofiicer Commanding of the reformed No. for the 493rd Fighter
Squadron was killed when his F15C . The first Poseidon jet has landed at RAF Lossiemouth in Moray.

First Jet

The Squadron also flew interdictions attacking railway and supply lines to the V2 sites and bomber escorts.
he joined because a friend wrecked his plane and without. It flew as an antisubmarine squadron during World
War I and as a fighter squadron during World War II. First flown on March 5 1943 the Meteor became the
RAFs first operational jet when it entered service with No. Navys Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Fleet
Replacement Squadron. of aircraft available to the squadrons for flying and the SF . 216 Squadron at RAF
Lyneham becomes the worlds first military jet transport squadron. The first of Qatars Typhoons are on

schedule to be ready for 2022 and the Qatari pilots who form an integral role on 12 Squadron based at RAF
Coningsby are likely to be amongst the first to fly them as part of the countrys new Typhoon squadron.
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